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BACKGROUND: Traditional methods of
teaching are currently being transformed
to meet the needs of 21st century
students. In this context, technology in
classroom is becoming more and more
crucial. Moreover, digital tools offer a wide
range of possibilities for (multilingual)
language maintenance and education, as
they often automatically map all language
(Homeareas,
language) teachers
and students can use..
competence
i.e. speaking,
listening,
reading, and writing.

(Home language) teachers and
students
can use…
multilingual digital flashcards to learn
vocabulary, e.g. with H5P

See the
website!

Check out
this example!

digital reading apps to listen to and read
books in different languages, e.g. Mulingula

enhance their digital and ICT literacy*.
*

Try this tool!

is „an individual’s ability to use computers to investigate, create, and communicate in order to participate effectively at home, at school,
in the workplace, and in society” (Fraillon, Schulz, & Ainley, 2013, p. 18).

In this context, language plays a crucial role…
See this
example!

Digital
communication

Digital
research

(home language) teachers

Check out the
project EdToolS!

(multlingual) students

Digital
analysis

Digital
reading

Check out this
tool by Raphael
Berthele!

digital tools for multilingual reciprocal
reading: such as collaborative etherpads,
with guiding questions while reading (e.g.
Cryptpad);
drawing tools to create flowcharts while
reading text in L1 and L2 to sequence
complex processes in an illustrative,
multilingual way, as well as for reading
strategies after reading, e.g. with Excalidraw
digital mind maps (e.g. Miro) for collecting
ideas and eloborating on given topics in all
available languages, supplemented with
picture search, digital dictionaries of
synonyms, and/or automatic translations
(collaborative) word processors for writing
and editing (collaborative) text by using the
internal tools such as the spell check,
synonym dictionary or the speech synthesis
function, available in various languages
translation tools such as DeepL for metalinguistic reflections, e.g. for a comparison of
translated terms, phrases, or poems and
identify

use digital tools in classroom

See this
example!

See this
example!

Try this tool!

audio recordings to improve pronunciation in
different languages or give feedback to tasks,
e.g. with QWQR

digital pinboards to design and present
multilingual projects to a specific topic,
e.g. with Padlet or TaskCards
conduct research in different languages, e.g.
By using the website Eurotopics and analyse
news topics critically
design multilingual digital products and
integrate their own images or drawings as
well as audio and video recordings in
addition to text, e.g. with BookCreator or
H5P

Design and
present
digitally

transformation of teaching

(multilingual) language
maintenance and education
+
fostering digital & ICT literacy

Digital
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Contact me!
https://linktr.ee/twoerfel
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